Dinos Invitational Wrestling Tournament

Open Women 51kg

PM MAT 1

Natasha Fox
Saskatoon WC

Taylor McPherson
University of Alberta

G. Lew
TF 10-0

G. Lew

A. Wiebe
Dec 3-1

R. Pingal

Grace Lew
Dinos WC

R. Wiegers

TF 12-2

R. Pingal

R. Wiegers
Bye

R. Wiegers
DQ

R. Wiegers
Bye

Randi Wiegens
University of Saskatchewan

Robbie Ann Pingal
EWC Bears

G. Chambers
TF 10-0

G. Chambers
Bye

Grace Chambers
University of Calgary

TESTING ENVIRONMENT
Dinos Invitational Wrestling Tournament

Open Women 55kg

PM MAT 2

Round 1

Sueanne Harms
University of S

Syania Santana-Quintan
UProvidence

Alexia Hedrick
Simon Fraser Un

Tiana Bryant
EWC Bears

A. Hedrick (Simon Fraser University)
1ST

Round 2

April Martinig
University of A

Tiana Bryant
EWC Bears

April Martinig
University of A

Alexia Hedrick
Simon Fraser Un

Alexia Hedrick
Simon Fraser Un

A. Martinig (University of Alberta)
2ND

Round 3

April Martinig
University of A

Alexia Hedrick
Simon Fraser Un

Syania Santana-Quintan
UProvidence

Tiana Bryant
EWC Bears

A. Hedrick (Simon Fraser University)
1ST

Round 4

April Martinig
University of A

Syania Santana-Quintan
UProvidence

Tiana Bryant
EWC Bears

S. Harms (University of Saskatchewan)
4TH

Round 5

April Martinig
University of A

Sueanne Harms
University of S

Syania Santana-Quintan
UProvidence

Alexia Hedrick
Simon Fraser Un

S. Santana-Quintan (UProvidence)
5TH

TESTING ENVIRONMENT
The Dinos Invitational Wrestling Tournament took place on December 8-2, featuring the Open Women 63kg division. The tournament bracket shows various matches, including a match between J. Garcia and T. Godfrey, where Garcia won with a fall at 0:32. Another match showed E. Parker defeating T. Godfrey with a fall at 5:16. The tournament also featured matches between Ferris Sandboe and Ana Godinez, where Sandboe won with a fall at 5:08, and between T. Godfrey and Ferris Sandboe, where Sandboe won with a fall at 5:16. The bracket is available at the provided link.
Dinos Invitational Wrestling Tournament

Open Men 76kg
AM MAT 3

Round 1
Brett Kryger
Regina Cougar/C

Trent Siemens
University of S

Miles Kent
University of A

Micah Heide
University of S

Brett Kryger
Regina Cougar/C

Amar Atwal
University of M. Kent (University of Alberta)

University of A

University of S

Amar Atwal
University of S

1ST

Round 2
Brett Kryger
Regina Cougar/C

Miles Kent
University of A

Miles Kent
University of A

Micah Heide
University of S

Amar Atwal
University of A. Atwal (University Fraser Val)

University of S

University of S

University of S

2ND

Round 3
Trent Siemens
University of S

Miles Kent
University of A

Amar Atwal
University of S

B. Kryger (Regina Cougar/Cat-Town WC)

University of S

University of S

University of S

3RD

Round 4
Brett Kryger
Regina Cougar/C

Trent Siemens
University of S

Miles Kent
University of A

M. Heide (University of Saskatchewan)

University of A

University of S

University of S

4TH

Round 5
Trent Siemens
University of S

Miles Kent
University of A

Amar Atwal
University of S

T. Siemens (University of Saskatchewan)

University of A

University of A

University of S

5TH

TESTING ENVIRONMENT

http://staging.trackwrestling.com/opentournaments/Charts.jsp?TIM=1540681310288&twSessionId=ayllqqcpau&groupIds=649019132,649020132,649021132,649022132,649023132,649024132,649025132,649026132,
Dinos Invitational Wrestling Tournament

Open Men 82kg AM MAT 4

Round 1
John Fayad (University of C)
Nicholas Golenice (University of A)

Nicholas Golenice (University of A)
Dec 4-2

Karan Dhillon (University of A)

K. Horvath (Dinos WC)
TF 10-0

Round 2
John Fayad (University of C)
Nicholas Golenice (University of A)

Kyle Horvath (Dinos WC)
Karan Dhillon (University of A)

Kyle Horvath (Dinos WC)
TF 12-2

Nicholas Golenice (University of A)

N. Golenice (University of Alberta)
Inj. 0:00

Round 3
John Fayad (University of C)
Nicholas Golenice (University of A)

Kyle Horvath (Dinos WC)
Karan Dhillon (University of A)

Kyle Horvath (Dinos WC)
Inj. 0:00

Nicholas Golenice (University of A)

J. Fayad (University of Calgary)
Fall 0:00

Round 4
John Fayad (University of C)
Nicholas Golenice (University of A)

Kyle Horvath (Dinos WC)
Karan Dhillon (University of A)

Kyle Horvath (Dinos WC)
Inj. 0:00

Nicholas Golenice (University of A)

K. Dhillon (University of Fraser Val)
Dec 10-3

Round 5
Nicholas Golenice (University of A)

Kyle Horvath (Dinos WC)
Mitch Clark (University of A)

Nicholas Golenice (University of A)
TF 13-2

Mitch Clark (University of A)

M. Clark (University of Alberta)

TF 10-0

1ST

2ND

3RD

4TH

5TH

TESTING ENVIRONMENT
Dinos Invitational Wrestling Tournament

Open Men 100kg
AM MAT 4

Round 1

Liam Graham
University of S

4

Chase Paprocke
University of C

TF 11-0

Nick Proctor
Dinos WC

5

Ben Dyck
Team Goldrush W

TF 12-2

WRESTLERS

L. Graham (University of Saskatchewan)

C. Paprocke (University of Calgary)

N. Proctor (Dinos WC)

B. Dyck (Team Goldrush WC)

Round 2

Liam Graham
University of S

13

Ben Dyck
Team Goldrush W

Inj. 0:00

Nick Proctor
Dinos WC

27

Chase Paprocke
University of C

Fall 0:00

Round 3

Liam Graham
University of S

Nick Proctor
Dinos WC

28

Chase Paprocke
University of C

Inj. 0:00

TESTING ENVIRONMENT

http://staging.trackwrestling.com/opentournaments/Charts.jsp?TIM=1540681310288&twSessionId=ayllqqcpau&groupIds=649019132,649020132,649021132,649022132,649023132,649024132,6490…